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The balayage with respect to excessive measures and functions of a single kernel was studied by Deny I1~. Meyer ~4~ introduced the notion of the reduite of supermedian functions with respect to resolvents, and then he {~5] applied it to the problem of characterizing the potential kernel of a single kernel. Here we will define the balayees of excessive measures and functions with respect to resolvents and study their properties. The basic method isthe passage to the limit from those results obtained by Deny on balayees for a single kernel (see § 1). In § 2 we will be concerned with the resolvents over a measurable space. The main result is Theorem 8 which states that the balayage operator LA for excessive measures and the one R A for excessive functions commute with respect to the potential kernel V. Section 3 is devoted to the study of resolvents with the continuous potential kernel over a locally compact space. It is shown (Theorem 11) that, if A is a relatively compact Borel set, the balayee over A of every excessive measure is a V-potential. In § 4 we will consider the case when the resolvent is the Laplace transform of a standard semi-group. We show (Theorem 16) that the balayage operator R., acting on excessive functions, is epresented as the kernel of the "harmonic" measure with respect to the penetration time for the set A. Using this and preceding results, one can give alternative proofs of those results (Theorem 17) obtained by Hunt [2; § 9~[ . The method developed here enables us to extend Hunt's theorem to more general cases (see L9J)* § 1. SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS FOR A SINGLE KERNEL We mostly follow the notation and terminology of Meyer's book [4] . Let (E,~) be a measurable space, and A E~ . Let J A be the restriction kernel, and f [resp. a function over E [resp. a measure *) over F~. We (a) If 03BD is excessive, 03BDLA is also excessive. It is obvious that, if (V~ ) is weakly continuous, 3 every (and hence V) is strictly positive.
The following theorem is well-known. 
E~Ak
By an evaluation similar to (3.9) , it is not difficult to see that a cluster measure of does not satisfy the equality in (3.7). The final statement is obvious from Theorem 10 (c) .
PROOF OF THEOREM 1~.
Let ~A~ be a sequence of relatively compact sets, increasing to E. By Theorem 11, each 03BDLAn is a Vpotential of a finite measure n. Since nV = 03BDLAn~03BD, it is enough to verify condition (3.8 Let X= (n,F,(F~),(X(t)),(~~)) be a standard realization of (P~). Let AeB(E) and W~ be the penetration time ~ of (X(t)) for the set A : in Theorem 17, for which the penetration times are identical with the hitting times. However, in a more general context in [9] , the use of penetration times becomes essential.
